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Abstract: In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling comparisons of motifs
against biological databanks. We show that this problem lies in the divisible load framework.
In this framework, we propose a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the maximum weighted
flow off-line scheduling problem on unrelated machines. We also show how to solve the
maximum weighted flow off-line scheduling problem with preemption on unrelated machines.
Key-words: Bioinformatics, heterogeneous computing, scheduling, divisible load, linear
programming, stretch, max weighted flow
This text is also available as a research report of the Laboratoire de l’Informatique du Paralle´lisme
http://www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP.
Ordonnancement de requeˆtes divisibles sur une
collection he´te´roge`ne de bases de donne´es
Re´sume´ : Nous nous sommes inte´resse´s au proble`me de l’ordonnancement de requeˆtes
de comparaison de motifs et de bases de donne´es biologiques. Nous avons montre´
expe´rimentalement que ce proble`me peut eˆtre traiter comme un proble`me de taˆches
divisibles. Dans ce contexte, nous avons propose´ un algorithme en temps polynomial
qui produit un ordonnancement minimisant le flot ponde´re´ maximal sur un ensemble de
machines de caracte´ristiques non corre´le´es, et ce quand les dates d’arrive´e des taˆches sont
connues a` l’avance (mode`le off-line). Nous montrons e´galement comment construire des
ordonnancements minimisant le flot ponde´re´ maximal quand les taˆches ne sont pas divisibles
mais seulement pre´emptibles.
Mots-cle´s : Bioinformatique, ordonnancement, taˆches divisibles, programmation line´aire,
flot ponde´re´ maximal, plates-formes he´te´roge`nes
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1 Introduction
The problem of searching large-scale genomic sequence databases is an increasingly
important bioinformatics problem. The results we present in this paper concern the
deployment of such applications in heterogeneous parallel computing environments. In
fact, this application is a part of a larger class of applications, in which each task in the
application workload exhibits an“affinity” for particular nodes of the targeted computational
platform. In the genomic sequence comparison scenario, the presence of the required data on
a particular node is the sole factor that constrains task placement decisions. In this context,
task affinities are determined by location and replication of the sequence databanks in the
distributed platform.
Numerous efforts to parallelize biological sequence comparison applications have been
realized. For example, several parallel implementations of the BLAST [1] and FASTA [9]
sequence comparison algorithms have been realized for various computational environments
(e.g. [3, 4, 8]). These efforts are facilitated by the fact that such biological sequence
comparison algorithms are typically computationally intensive, embarrassingly parallel
workloads. In the scheduling literature, this computational model is effectively a divisible
workload scheduling problem. The work presented in this paper concerns this scheduling
problem, motivated specifically by the aforementioned divisible workload scenario. Our
work differs from prior work primarily in the theoretical model we consider, which admits a
platform composed of fully unrelated processors. We believe the generality of this approach
will enable us to apply our scheduling strategies in a wide range of heterogeneous platforms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the GriPPS
protein comparison application, a genomic sequence comparison application as described
above. The GriPPS system serves as the archetype for our application and distributed
computing platform models, presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes our theoretical
results: given a series of comparison tasks and a distributed platform on which they are
to be executed, we show a polynomial-time algorithm to identify the optimal value for the
maximum weighted flow metric and an application schedule that achieves that optimum. We
solve this problem both in the divisible load framework and in the more classical framework
with task preemption. Finally, we conclude by discussing our planned extensions to this
work in Section 5.
2 Framework
The GriPPS protein comparison application serves as the context for the scheduling results
presented in this paper. To develop a suitable application model, we performed a series of
experiments to analyze the fundamental properties of the sequence comparison algorithms
used in this code. The principal components of this application are: 1) protein databanks –
large reference databases of amino acid sequences, located at fixed locations in a distributed
heterogeneous computing platform; 2) motifs – compact representations of amino acid
patterns that are biologically significant and serve as user input to the application; and
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Figure 1: Divisibility studies
3) sequence comparison servers – processes co-located with protein databanks, capable
of accepting a set of motifs and identifying matches over any subset of the databank.
We performed an initial set of experiments to demonstrate that the GriPPS application
workload exhibits a high degree of divisibility – comparisons of a set of motifs against
a large sequence database can be partitioned into many independent sub-tasks that have
aggregate computational requirements equivalent to that of the original task itself. In these
experiments we consider a fixed set of roughly 300 motifs and a database of approximately
38,000 protein sequences. We consider a series of partition sizes for the protein database,
ranging from the full sequence set to subsets of roughly 1900 (1/20 of the full set). For
each subset size, we perform ten iterations with a subset of that size, with the sequences
chosen randomly from the complete set. We then launch a GriPPS search using the full set
of motifs and the constructed sequence subset, and we record the total elapsed time for that
comparison. Figure 1(a) depicts the measured execution time for these requests, according
to the task size. These results indicate that the GriPPS workload is highly divisible, as the
correlation between task size and computation time is nearly perfectly linear.
We also ran a second series of experiments to evaluate the impact of inter-
processor communication on application performance. We similarly partitioned the set
of approximately 300 motifs into subsets of varying size. We then invoked the GriPPS
comparison application to find matches between each motif subset among the entire reference
sequence database. The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 1(b). Our
findings indicate a fundamental difference in the manner in which motifs and sequences are
treated by the algorithms used in the GriPPS framework: although computation costs vary
roughly linearly with the size of the motif subset chosen, a fixed overhead cost is evident from
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the empirical data. To quantify the difference between the observations shown in Figure 1,
we performed linear regression analyses on both datasets to project the significance of this
fixed overhead. In the motif partitioning experiments, the overhead was estimated to be
10.5 seconds, whereas the overhead for sequence set partitioning was 1.1 seconds.
Finally, we performed a set of experiments to study the time needed to send the full motif
set across a typical cluster interconnection network, and the time to report the results of a
corresponding GriPPS application invocation over that same network; our results indicate
that these communication overhead costs are negligible, compared to the computational
workload in typical usage scenarios. Due to these results, we neglect data transfer costs in
this paper.
The GriPPS protein databank search application is an example of a divisible workload
due to the (i) linear relationship between the job computation costs and the size of the
targeted protein sequence set, and (ii) the negligible communication overheads. In this
paper, we present scheduling strategies that take advantage of these properties. We now
present formal models for divisible workloads and the distributed heterogeneous platforms
we are targeting.
3 Platform and application model
Notations. Formally, an instance of our problem is defined by n jobs, J1, ..., Jn and m
machines, M1, ..., Mm. The job Jj arrives in the system at time rj (expressed in seconds),
which is its release date; we suppose jobs arrive ordered by increasing release dates. Each
job is assigned a weight or priority wj . ci,j denotes the amount of time it would take for
machine Mi to process job Jj . Note that ci,j can be infinite if the job Jj requires a database
that is not present on the machine Mi. The time at which job Jj finishes is denoted as Cj .
The flow of the job Jj is defined as Fj = Cj − rj .
For the GriPPS application described earlier, all machines process the same type of jobs.
In this context, we could replace the unrelated times ci,j by the expression Wj ·ci, where Wj
denotes the size (in Mflop) of the job Jj and ci denotes the computational capacity of machine
Mi (in second·Mflop
−1). To maintain correctness, we separately track the databases present
at each machine and enforce the constraint that a job Jj may only be executed on a machine
at which all dependent data of Jj are present. Thus, the problem is essentially a uniform
machines with restricted availabilities scheduling problem, which is a specific instance of the
more general unrelated machines scheduling problem. However, since the work we present
does not rely on these restrictions, we retain the more general (i.e., unrelated machines)
scheduling problem formulation.
Job divisibility. Each job may be divided into an arbitrary number of sub-jobs, of any
size. Furthermore, each sub-job may be executed on any machine at which the data
dependences of the job are satisfied. Thus, at a given moment, many different machines
may be processing the same job (with a master ensuring that each of these machines is
working on a different part of the job). Therefore, if we denote by αi,j the fraction of job
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Jj processed on Mi, we enforce the following property to ensure each job is fully executed:
∀j,
∑
i αi,j = 1. Note that, from a theoretical perspective, divisible load is a generalization
of the preemptive execution model that allows for simultaneous execution of different parts
of a same job on different processors.
Objective function. The most common objective function in the parallel scheduling
literature is the makespan, i.e., the maximum of the job termination time maxj Cj .
Makespan minimization is conceptually a system-centric perspective, seeking to ensure
efficient platform utilization. However, individual users are typically more interested in
optimizing job flow (also called response time), i.e., the time their jobs spend in the system.
Optimizing the average (or total) flow time,
∑
j Fj , suffers from the limitation that starvation
is possible, i.e., some jobs may be delayed to an unbounded extent [2]. By contrast,
minimization of the maximum flow time, maxj Fj , does not exhibit this drawback, but it
tends to favor long jobs to the detriment of short ones. We therefore focus on the maximum
weighted flow time, using job weights to offset the bias against short jobs. Maximum stretch
is a particular case of maximum weighted flow, in which a job weight is equal to its size
wj = Wj . Bender, Chakrabarti, and Muthukrishnan have shown in [2] that, on a single
machine, no polynomial time algorithm can approximate the non-preemptive max-stretch
problem to within a factor of Ω(n1−²) for arbitrarily small ² > 0 unless P=NP. Moreover,
they state that the preemptive version admits a fully polynomial time approximation scheme
(FPTAS). We now show that under our divisible load hypothesis, we are able to solve the
maximum weighted flow scheduling problem on unrelated machines in polynomial time.
4 Minimizing the maximum weighted flow
In this theoretical study, we examine the off-line version of the problem: we suppose that
for each job, the scheduler knows (in advance) its size, its data dependencies, and its release
date. In future work, we will use the results of the off-line study to propose solutions to the
on-line problem, in which the scheduler discovers a job’s characteristics at its release date.
Section 4.1 describes the solution of the makespan minimization problem in the divisible
load framework for our application model. We then discuss in Section 4.2 the problem of
deadline scheduling and its polynomial-time solution in the same application context. These
results are then extended in Section 4.3, which presents a solution to the minimization of
the maximum weighted flow problem in the divisible load framework. By adapting some of
these techniques, we then describe a solution to the problem of minimization of the maximum
weighted flow when preemption (but not load divisibility) is allowed; these results are given
in Section 4.4.
4.1 Makespan minimization
In this section we consider the classical problem of the minimization of the makespan. The
release dates sorted by increasing values, r1, ..., rn, along with +∞, define a set of nint
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time intervals I1, . . . , Inint . If all release dates are distinct, then nint = n and Ij = [rj , rj+1[
(except In = [rn,+∞[). We denote each time interval It by It = [inf It, sup It[. We further
define α
(t)
i,j as the fraction of job Jj processed by processor Pi during the time interval It. In
this framework, Linear Program (1) lists the constraints that should hold true in any valid
schedule:
1. release date: job Jj cannot be processed before it is released (Equation (1a));
2. resource usage: during a time interval, a processor cannot be used longer than the
duration of this time interval (Equation (1b));
3. end of schedule: during the last interval, In, any processor is used a time at most ∆n
(Equation (1c));
4. job completion: each job must be processed to completion (Equation (1d)).
Regarding the objective function of Linear Program (1), we first remark that the processing
of the final job Jn cannot start sooner than its release date, rn. Thus, Cmax occurs at a point
in time equal to the release date of the final job plus ∆n the latest processor completion
time for the final interval, In. Hence, the given objective function represents the makespan.
Minimize Cmax = rn +∆n under the constraints

(1a) ∀i,∀j,∀t, rj > sup It ⇒ α
(t)
i,j = 0
(1b) ∀t,∀i,
∑
j
α
(t)
i,j .ci,j 6 sup It − inf It
(1c) ∀i,
∑
j
α
(n)
i,j .ci,j 6 ∆n
(1d) ∀j,
∑
t
∑
i
α
(t)
i,j = 1
(1)
Any feasible solution to Linear Program (1) gives us a straightforward optimal solution
to the makespan minimization problem: during any time interval It we can schedule in any
order (and without idle times) the non-null fractions α
(t)
i,j . Since Linear Program (1) only
has rational variables:
Theorem 1. Minimizing the makespan is a polynomial problem.
4.2 Deadline scheduling
In the framework of deadline scheduling, each job Jj has not only a release date rj but also a
deadline d¯j . The problem is then to find a schedule such that each job Jj is executed within
its executable time interval [rj , d¯j ].
Consider the set of all job release dates and job deadlines: {r1, . . . , rn, d¯1, . . . , d¯n}. We
define an epochal time as a time value at which one or more points in this set occurs; there
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are between 2 (when all jobs are released at the same date and have the same deadline) and
2n (when all job release dates and job deadlines are distinct) such values. When ordered in
absolute time, adjacent epochal times define a set of time intervals, analogous to the time
intervals constructed solely from release dates in the previous section. Let us again denote
by I1, . . . , Inint this set of time intervals, noting that 1 ≤ nint ≤ 2n− 1. Accordingly, given
an interval It, we can reuse the definitions for (i) the interval lower bound (inf It), (ii) the
interval upper bound (sup It), and (iii) the division and assignment of tasks to processors
during these intervals (α
(t)
i,j ). In this framework, System (2) lists the constraints that should
hold true in any valid schedule:
1. release date: job Jj cannot be processed before it is released (Equation (2a));
2. deadline: job Jj must be fully processed before its deadline (Equation (2b));
3. resource usage: during a time interval, a processor cannot be used longer than the
duration of this time interval (Equation (2c));
4. job completion: each job must be processed to completion (Equation (2d)).

(2a) ∀i,∀j,∀t, rj > sup It ⇒ α
(t)
i,j = 0
(2b) ∀i,∀j,∀t, d¯j 6 inf It ⇒ α
(t)
i,j = 0
(2c) ∀t,∀i,
∑
j
α
(t)
i,j .ci,j 6 sup It − inf It
(2d) ∀j,
∑
t
∑
i
α
(t)
i,j = 1
(2)
Lemma 1. System (2) has a solution if, and only if, there exists a schedule satisfying, for
any job Jj, the release date rj and the deadline d¯j.
System (2) can be solved in polynomial time by any linear solver system as all our variables
are rational. Building a valid schedule from any solution of System (2) is straightforward as
in any time interval It the job fractions α
(t)
i,j can be scheduled in any order.
4.3 Minimizing the maximum weighted flow
4.3.1 Relationship with deadline scheduling
Let us assume that we are looking for a schedule S under which the maximum weighted flow
is less than or equal to some objective value F . The weighted flow of any job Jj is equal to
wj(Cj − rj). Then, the execution of Jj must be terminated before time d¯j(F) = rj +F/wj
for S to satisfy the bound F on the maximum weighted flow. Therefore, looking for a
schedule which satisfies a given upper bound on the maximum weighted flow is equivalent
to an instance of the deadline scheduling problem.
One may think that by applying a binary search on possible values of the objective value
F , one would be able to find the optimal maximum weighted flow, and an optimal schedule.
INRIA
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However, a binary search on this value is not guaranteed to terminate, as it can not attain
any arbitrary value of a rational interval. By setting a limit on the precision on the binary
search, the number of process iterations is bounded, and the quality of the approximation
can be guaranteed. We now show how to adapt our search to always find the optimal in
polynomial time.
4.3.2 Problem resolution
So far we have used System (2) to check whether our problem has a solution whose maximum
weighted flow is smaller than some objective value F . We now show that we can use it to
check whether our problem has a solution for some particular range of objective values. Later
we show how to divide the whole search space into a number of search ranges polynomial in
our problem size.
Solving on a range. First, let us suppose there exist two values F1 and F2, F1 < F2,
such that the relative order of the release dates and deadlines, r1, . . . , rn, d¯1(F), . . . , d¯n(F),
when ordered in absolute time, is independent of the value of F ∈]F1;F2[. Then, on the
objective interval ]F1,F2[, as before, we define an epochal time as a time value at which
one or more points in the set {r1, . . . , rn, d¯1(F), . . . , d¯n(F)} occurs. Note that an epochal
time which corresponds to a deadline is no longer a constant but an affine function in F .
As previously, when ordered in absolute time, adjacent epochal times define a set of time
intervals, that we denote by I1, . . . , Inint(F). The durations of time intervals are now affine
functions in F . Using these new definitions and notations, we can solve our problem on the
objective interval [F1,F2] using System (2) with the additional constraint that F belongs
to [F1,F2] (F1 6 F 6 F2), and with the minimization of F as the objective. This gives us
System (3).
Minimize F under the constraints

(3a) F1 6 F 6 F2
(3b) ∀i,∀j,∀t, rj > sup It ⇒ α
(t)
i,j = 0
(3c) ∀i,∀j,∀t, d¯j 6 inf It ⇒ α
(t)
i,j = 0
(3d) ∀t,∀i,
∑
j
α
(t)
i,j .ci,j 6 sup It − inf It
(3e) ∀j,
∑
t
∑
i
α
(t)
i,j = 1
(3)
Particular objectives. The relative ordering of the release dates and deadlines only
changes for values of F where one deadline coincides with a release date or with another
deadline. We call such a value of F a milestone.1 In our problem, there are at most n distinct
1In [6], Labetoulle, Lawler, Lenstra, and Rinnoy Kan call such a value a “critical trial value”.
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release dates and as many distinct deadlines. Thus, there are at most n(n−1)2 milestones at
which a deadline function coincides with a release date. There are also at most n(n−1)2
milestones at which two deadline functions coincides (two affine functions intersect in at
most one point). Let nq be the number of distinct milestones. Then, 1 6 nq 6 n
2 − n. We
denote by F1,F2, ...,Fnq the milestones ordered by increasing values. To solve our problem
we just need to perform a binary search on the set of milestones F1,F2, ...,Fnq , each time
checking whether System (2) has a solution in the objective interval [Fi,Fi+1] (except for
i = nq in which case we search for a solution in the range [Fnq ,+∞[). Hence, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 2. Minimizing the optimal maximum weighted flow is a polynomial problem.
4.4 Minimizing the maximum weighted flow with preemption but
no divisibility
In this section we focus on the more classical problem with preemption but without the
divisible load assumption. We show that combining the approach of the previous Section
with the work of Lawler and Labetoulle [7] leads to a polynomial-time algorithm to solve
this problem. Note that, for this exact problem, Bender, Chakrabarti, and Muthukrishnan
stated in [2] the existence of a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS). We
do not know whether since that publication someone has already shown that this problem
can be solved in polynomial time.
Following the work of Gonzalez and Sahni [5], Lawler and Labetoulle present in [7] a
scheme to build in polynomial-time a preemptive schedule of makespan Cobj for a set of jobs
J1, ..., Jn of null release dates (∀j, rj = 0), under the condition that Linear System (4) has
a solution. This system simply states that all jobs must be fully processed (Equation (4a)),
that the whole processing of a job cannot take a time larger than Cobj (Equation (4b)),
and that the whole utilization time of a machine cannot be longer than a time Cobj
(Equation (4b)). Obviously, these constraints must be satisfied by any preemptive schedule
whose makespan is no longer than Cobj. The result obtained by Lawler and Labetoulle shows
that such a schedule exists if, only if, this set of constraints has a solution.


(4a) ∀j,
m∑
i=1
αi,j = 1
(4b) ∀j,
m∑
i=1
αi,j · ci,j 6 Cobj
(4c) ∀i,
n∑
j=1
αi,j · ci,j 6 Cobj
(4)
Our problem is slightly more general in that we allow arbitrary release dates.
Additionally, our objective is to minimize the maximum weighted flow rather than the
INRIA
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makespan. Let us consider a maximum weighted flow objective Fobj. As we did in
Section 4.3.1, we use this objective value to define for each job Jj a deadline d¯j(Fobj) =
rj +Fobj/wj . As before, the set of release dates and deadlines defines a set of epochal times
which, in turn, defines a set of time intervals that we denote by I1, . . . , Inint(Fobj).
Then, we claim that there exists a preemptive schedule whose maximum weighted flow
is no greater than Fobj if, and only if, Linear System (5) has a solution. Linear System (5)
simply states that:
1. each job must be processed to completion (Equation (5a) which corresponds to
Equation (4a));
2. the processing of a job during the time interval It cannot take a time larger than the
length of It (Equation (5b) which corresponds to Equation (4b));
3. the processor utilization of a machine during a time interval cannot exceed its capacity
(Equation (5c) which corresponds to Equation (4c));
4. the processing of a job cannot start before it is released (Equation (5d));
5. a job must be fully processed before its deadline (Equation (5e)).


(5a) ∀j,
∑
t
∑
i
α
(t)
i,j = 1
(5b) ∀t,∀j,
∑
i
α
(t)
i,j .ci,j 6 sup It − inf It
(5c) ∀t,∀i,
∑
j
α
(t)
i,j .ci,j 6 sup It − inf It
(5d) ∀i,∀j,∀t, rj > sup It ⇒ α
(t)
i,j = 0
(5e) ∀i,∀j,∀t, d¯j 6 inf It ⇒ α
(t)
i,j = 0
(5)
Any preemptive schedule whose maximum weighted flow is no greater than Fobj must
obviously satisfy Linear System (5). Conversely, suppose that Linear System (5) has a
solution. Then, following Lawler and Labetoulle [7], we note that for each interval It, the
system effectively decomposes into a linear sub-system that is exactly equivalent to Linear
System (4) where the objective is the length of the time interval (Cobj = sup It − inf It).
Therefore, starting from a solution of Linear System (5) we use the polynomial-time
reconstruction scheme of Lawler and Labetoulle to build a preemptive schedule on each
of the time intervals It. The concatenation of these partial schedules gives us a solution to
our problem.
Thus far, we have shown that we are able to check the feasibility of a specific objective
value for maximum weighted flow in polynomial time. Moreover, if such an objective is
feasible a schedule that achieves this maximum weighted flow can also be built in polynomial
time. To finally solve our problem, we recall the methodology presented in Section 4.3.1:
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Linear System (5) can be used to search for a solution in a range of objective values, defined
by consecutive milestones, over which the linear system is valid (i.e., the relative order or
task release dates and deadlines do not change). Similarly, a binary search over the possible
milestone ranges enables us to find the optimal solution in polynomial time.
5 Conclusion
We have initially shown experimentally that the divisible load framework is suitable for
our practical implementation. In this framework, we then presented a polynomial-time
algorithm to solve the theoretical off-line scheduling problem. Solving the off-line problem
not only gives us a bound against which we can compare actual on-line solutions, it also
suggests on-line scheduling strategies that are likely to prove efficacious. In some preliminary
simulations, we see that a simple on-line adaptation of our off-line algorithm, enhanced by
a simple preemption scheme, produces better schedules than classical scheduling heuristics
like Minimum Completion Time, with respect to our objectives. Based on these promising
results, we plan to further investigate the on-line version of our problem. Furthermore, we
plan to implement a scheduler in a distributed environment running the GriPPS biological
sequence comparison application.
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